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 The First, Real-Life Breaking Bad Set? - sohkamyung ====== beefman The article doesn't explain how the SWAT team tasers
the mugger. "A loud sound" \-- how can this be audible from a balcony? Does the police officer stand on a stool? It's been
around a long time to get SWAT to use non-lethal force. Why don't more police departments use it more frequently? ------
ChuckMcM I was wondering about this for a bit, so I have been keeping a lookout at the various outlet malls for the "Cody

Rhodes" shirts (they are ubiquitous). The handcuffs look familiar. sohkamyung > For the upcoming series, Rhodes’ character,
Cal, will be based in a > Miami-area hotel, where he is leading an operation to purchase drugs from a > rival organization. Can

we get a wider view of the space, perhaps with floor plans or even images from Google Earth? Q: Getting network adapter
connection information (cable, dsl, or whatever) on Ubuntu I want to know the current connection method on my machine. Is it

a cable, a dsl, or a wireless? I don't care. I know I can do: ifconfig -a And I know I can get the mac address with: arp -a But I
want to know the current connection. I don't care if it's in the terminal or what A: you can get network adapter's type with

command ifconfig: $ sudo ifconfig -a which shows all network adapters and their type and features. how to get last 2 digit of
json response in php i have one php file, in this i want last 2 digit of data i.e i want value 561 82157476af
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